Abstract
Introduction
This document addresses the implementation of cohesive elements into a finite element package that contain hysteretic mechanisms to ultimately account for void nucleation and fatigue crack initiation due to cyclic loading. The fundamental law in crack growth analyses is Paris' law, a phenomenological law that determines crack growth rates for long cracks under constant loading cycles. Many times the loading history is not so convenient-it may vary in amplitude. Also, analyses may be important near short cracks, or a region of suspected void initiation and/or small crack nucleation. As stated in [2] 1, ad hoc procedures exist for short cracks and overloading for a specific material and loading combination, but ultimately fail when compared to experimental data for other materials and loadings. Cohesive elements serve to eliminate the need to develop ad-hoc rules governing fatigue analyses by following a cohesive law equipped with damage accumulation and energy dissipation. putational tool for crack and nucleation calculations because of its traction-displacement cohesive law which is independent of geometry and loading history cases. This paper will present a means to perform crack initiation/growth analyses in a finite element setting. Any highly functional finite element package can be used to implement cohesive elements into a finite element framework. We chose to use ABAQUS®, which currently offers a cohesive element with different cohesive laws. This report presents a cohesive law that is motived by the hysteretic phenomena that cause decohesion from fatigue cycling. It can be added to any finite element package's suite of cohesive laws.
Reference [1] provides the basis for the cohesive law to be presented here. This report bridges the phenomena that cause fatigue de cohesion and the math governing the law, and details the methods attempted to obtain numerical convergence with examples. Further work will yield real applications of the cohesive law to fatigue specimens.
This document is organized as follows. Existing cohesive laws and their relevant features are presented in §3. The mathematics behind the cohesive law are discussed in §4. Convergence issues with the cohesive laws are discussed in §5. An example problem is presented in §6 of a constant amplitude displacementcontrolled fatigue test. Lastly, observations of the current cohesive model and future suggestions are made for improving it in §7. 2 
Nomenclature and Conventions
The conventions adopted throughout this paper are given in the table below. Note here that tractions and separations in bold font denote effective values as discussed in §4, while normal type-set quantities denote single-mode values. 
Cohesive Law
A cohesive law is a traction-separation curve, sImIlar to an elastic-plastic material law described by a stress-strain curve. The difference in this analogy is that the cohesive law becomes non-monotonic at a critical point, labeled as the critical traction (T c) at the critical separation (a c ) point. Here, traction decreases from its maximal value towards zero as separation increases towards catastrophic separation, au or a p . This is often called the softening zone. In this sense, separation is a virtual stretching of a point in a body, and the traction is the force that causes that stretching. \Vhen the point separates into two points, a physical void or crack opens in the body and the traction drops to zero accompanied by an indeterminate separation.
Accordingly, a cohesive law is characterized by a monotonically increasing traction-separation curve up to the critical point followed by a monotonically decreasing curve afterwards. Traction decrease is an effect of the material damage due to void generation leading to lessening the capability to resist separation at the interface. This is shown in Figure 3 .1 where the material ahead of the crack tip opens but maintains cohesive forces from bridging ligaments. Point A has opened significantly and experiences less traction, while points Band C appear to have opened less and experience more traction. Thus a cohesive law must calculate tractions from separations. Consider a thought experiment to clarify this concept. imagine a rod being pulled until it fails. If you consider the traction-separation curve, intuition tells you that the rod would maintain some traction as you pull harder, but at some point the material cannot sustain the applied force, and the traction decreases to zero (failure). So the cohesive law must have two distinct features-(zone 1) an elastic-like growth towards a critical separation, and then (zone 2) decreasing traction for increasing separation zone. The cohesive laws above consider the tractionseparation path for monotonic loading as well as unloading-to-reloading hysteresis. With cyclic loading, one would expect a weakening of the material, as in Figure 3 .5. That is, if the specimen is loaded such that the critical separation .:lc (point 3) is surpassed (point 4), and then the material is unloaded (point 5), the maximum traction would be the traction at maximum separation from the previous loading event (point 6). The material in this case would not fail until the maximum separation, aU) is reached and no further force (or traction) is required to produce further separation. Thus the magnitude of the cohesive law degrades, but retains its general shape.
TiT' A measure of the accumulated degradation of the material is usually referred to as the damage, d. Once the material begins to soften, it cannot recover and damage increases monotonically. With this and the previous paragraph, we can deduce:
Further, one would expect the material to fail after many loading cycles below the monotonic failure separation limit due to some kind of dissipation. Hysteretic cyclic loadings account for energetic dissipative mechanisms. Reasons are not yet available for these mechanisms based on first principles. However, from a phenomenological point of view, the effect of this on the traction-separation curve is that upon reloading, the maximum traction from the previous cycle cannot be attained, and maximum traction may only reach a slightly lower value for successive reloading events. The number of cycles, N, incorporates itself into Eq.(3.1) through the following:
Effects from N in Eq.(3.2) can also be accounted for by controlling d upon reloading cycles. As discussed in §4.4, by controlling d such that it increases slightly upon reloading, the reloading path travels below the previous unloading path and results in energy dissipation and decrease in maximum sustainable traction ( Figure 3 .6 and Figure 3 .7). The physical phenomenon behind this dissipation and damage degradation cannot be modeled in this framework as it is speculated to happen at a smaller scale. Such mechanisms may include dissipation through ligaments bridging material in the cohesive zone and/or crystallographic slip, as suggested in [2] .
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Formulation of Element
The formulation for a cohesive element begins with the notion of an effective traction versus effective separation curve. There are a few ways to define the independent variable, effective traction. The most common is based on the different modes of crack formation. Consider the crack initiation model to apply to an inclusion in the material. Then expanding the dimension of the inclusion can be thought of analogously to the opening of a crack. As in fracture mechanics, the opening mode, Mode I, can play both a tensile and compressive role in the law, while the sliding and tearing modes, Mode I I and Mode II I respectively, are not subjected to the tensile or compressive description. Thus we seek a law that accounts for primarily Mode I tensile failure behavior. Since the cohesive model applies to a virtual separation of a point we can also think of a Mode I compressive separation.
In one-dimensional analysis, effective separation is simply separation in the single direction. In higher physical dimensions the effective separation can be computed through a norm, (e.g. a p-norm,II·llp) that would give an effective length in an orthonormal basis. For each mode, we will need to define the cohesive law based on its fracture parameters, then relate these independent modal laws to one effective law. We begin by identifying the properties needed to define the modal exponential cohesive laws in §4.1, and then combining these into an effective cohesive law in §4.2.
Cohesive Law Properties
Three properties exist (two of which are independent) that describe the cohesive law for each failure mode.
These are the critical values for the energy of separation, effective traction, and effective separation (G e , T e , ~c respectively). Total separation energy is defined as the area under the traction-separation curve, and is the energy needed to generate a void at the point under consideration. §4.2 will show how these modal cohesive laws form an effective cohesive law.
Consider Figure 3 .6. Traction must have a maximum value, T e , at which point the separation has a critical point, .6. e . Note that the first loading cycle where the separation .6. goes beyond .6. e , each successive cycle will have an updated critical point where the reloading cycle meets the softening regime of the cohesive envelope, obviously depending on how far .6. has surpassed .6. e . It is at this point in a cycle where a maximum traction is reached, which is equal to or less than the previous cycle's maximum traction. This relegates .6. e and Te to be parameters that are meant to define the cohesive law envelope, and not critical values for each cycle.
In a bilinear law, given any two of the three critical values described above, the third can be found since the area under the curve corresponds to the area of a triangle Eq.(4.1). In an exponential law, the same is true except that a factor 1/1(8), Eq. !3 corresponds to a "tighter" exponential law, while decreasing !3 corresponds to a "fatter" law. This limit corresponds to a material with perfect brittleness, or no plasticity mechanism. Now one can obtain the shape of each modal cohesive law based on two of three fracture properties. Having multiple active modes leads us to develop a cohesive law that combines the effects of all the possible active modes that will experience separation. The next section defines an effective cohesive law for effective traction versus effective separation.
Effective Separation
Consider we are at some state in the finite element simulation, and there is non-zero separation for each mode at some point. Define an effective separation as follows: One expects to travel along the monotonic cohesive envelope before the softening zone (zone 2) is ever attained, and upon reloading past the previous cy- 
Hysteretic Cyclic Dissipation
Hysteretic energetic dissipative mechanisms drive fatigue failure, and can be included in the exponential cohesive law model 2 . This can be done by slightly increasing the damage parameter upon reloading. By introducing the parameters n and A associated with fatigue crack growth data, the following expressions can equip the cohesive law with a dissipative mechanism to achieve fatigue crack growth 3 The parameters A and n must be chosen to match the test data of a certain material or specimen. Further research is needed to bridge atomic scale phenomena to macro-scale phenomena that govern crack growth both inside and outside of the Paris Law regime. Typical values of A will be very small (10-
This range is not strict. but should give the user some intuition about the value of A.
The parameter n suggests a relationship similar to the slope in the log -log Paris crack-growth correlation. Paris' Law is dependent upon knowing the applied stress intensity factor range to calculate the crack growth rate, and thus the cohesive law appears ill-equipped to relate to Paris' Law. In particular, the Paris Law is fundamentally related to linear elastic material beavior. The following argues a connection between cohesive law calculations and Paris Law calculations.
Consider that the stress intensity factor, K, is directly related to the applied load, and then local strain is approximated by the finite-element program through the governing equations. 
Complete Exponential Cohesive Law
The previous subsections are presented to provide meaning to the complete exponential cohesive law expression. In the implicit iterative Newthon-Raphson procedure, the state of the material must be updated. Therefore, the tractions at the integration points of the cohesive elements must be computed, and the updated tangent stiffness matrix must be given back to the Newton-Raphson scheme to iterate to the next state. The tractions in the modal directions are given by Eq.(4.12):
The effective cohesive law is obtained from this equation. By replacing the modal terms with effective terms, the effective cohesive law becomes:
Taking the derivative of Eq.(4.13) with respect to each of the modal separations gives the tangent stiffness matrix (see [1] for more details). With this, the implementation of the cohesive law is complete, but a numerical convergence problem exists at the apex into the softening regime. This issue and some techniques to overcome this are presented in §5.
Comments on Implementation
The convergence properties of a cohesive model depend significantly on the type of loading. Without viscous stabilizing parameters, pressure loadings cannot advance past the peak of the cohesive law, while displacement loadings result in a well-defined problem, leading to convergence past the peak.
Both the bilinear and exponential cohesive laws have convergence issues at the critical effective separation. As discussed in [1] , the bilinear law produces significant solution oscillations at the discontinuity. This is the primary reason for using the exponential law as it provides the smoothness required to subside these oscillations. Unfortunately, the exponential law reaches a zero material tangential stiffness matrix at the peak, and numerical techniques must be employed to allow the solution to cross this barrier when using pressure loads. This is the case for any material exhibiting nonlinearities, see Figure 5 .1 for an extreme example of this. Cohesive laws have softening regimes that causes numerical problems in an implicit iterative scheme.
Pressure loadings are ill-posed problems for softening laws such as the cohesive law. This is the case because when the pressure load overcomes the critical traction T e , the tangent stiffness is essentially zero. Thus, the Newton-Raphson method (see Figure 5. 2) is not able to converge upon a subsequent set of separations that satisfy the condition for a low force residual in the analysis. The analysis converges very slowly to the peak of the cohesive law and cannot continue to define a separation that gives a low force residual (see the analysis abortion at the peak of the cohesive law in Figure 5 .4). This happens because the tangent stiffness cannot advance from zero values to negative values in an iterative scheme. It is easy to observe the suggested separation increment blows up near the peak as the tangent stiffness suggests a zero derivative that any set separations satisfies the update but does not produce a low residual. The implementation that [1] uses attempts to overcome pressure-loaded convergence problems by using different stiffnesses (see Figure 5. 3). The tangent stiffness gives the numerical problem described above.
One can also use a secant stiffness or a pseudo stiffness. The secant method is a line from the origin to the current state of the material. With very small iterations, the secant stiffness may converge, but the residual tolerances and the incrementing schedule may have to be changed against the user's will. According to [1] , the pseudo stiffness works best near the critical point, with variations that give different paces of convergence. The pseudo stiffness is made by inserting zeroes in the stiffness matrix for any term involving the normal mode except the pure mode I derivative. Zeroes can be placed in the stiffness matrix at the local coordinate level or at the global coordinate level. This method provides numerical difficulties and did not result in converged solutions. In highly functional FE packages, options exist to obtain a converged solution using pressure loadings. As a specific example in ABAQUS®, any step that reaches/passes the cohesive law peak (and all subsequent steps), one can employ the STABILIZE option. This parameter introduces automated viscous forces that are sufficiently large to prevent instantaneous instability but small enough not to significantly affect the behavior when the problem is stable, or the user can define it uniquely. nearing the critical point of the cohesive law, and then a subsequent reloading(2 < Time < 3) past the critical point, and a third reloading (4 < Time < 5)
that is the same as the second loading. All unloadings are set to a pressure of magnitude zero. Without hysteresis, we should expect that the second and third loadings produce the same results, but this is not the case because the stabilizing parameter intro-
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duces viscous forces that distort the solution significantly. Also note that .::l and T lag behind their expected trajectories for the given loadings. The second reloading reaches its peak at Time ~ 3.5, not at 3.0. The same behavior happens for the unloading half of the cycles since the stabilizing parameter is used to retreat back over the apex. Because of the solution distortion and lag, the stabilizing parameter is not an acceptable method to control convergence of the cohesive element beyond the critical point for pressure loadings. . 1
Here, t is the fraction of time completed for the time step (which holds no physical meaning in a static analysis except that it increases during a step). At the beginning of the step, d visc starts as 1 and evolves to its expected value d as t ----> 00. By using d visc instead of d in the expressions for tractions, stresses are permitted to be outside the limits defined by the traction-separation cohesive law, allegedly relieving some convergence difficulties. This damage evolution can be implemented in a user-defined material (UMAT in ABAQUS®), but has been turned off for the displacement loadings since convergence is satisfactory without using Eq. Displacement loadings prescribe the incremented separation that allows convergence in the softening regime, with much faster convergence near the peak of the cohesive law since the iterated separations are informed from the loading and maintain a low force residual. Displacement loading is used in the example in the next section.
Application to Displacement Controlled Fatigue Test
The examples presented here show a displacementloaded bar with a through-all layer of cohesive elements (see Figure 6 .1). They are oriented such that they experience mode I opening when the bar is displaced along the length of the bar.
The cohesive material properties, non-cohesive material properties, and analysis parameters used in the model are given below in Tables 6.1-6.3.:
The parameters a, ,8, r, n are chosen according to the choices made by [1] . This example uses a large value of ..\ to display the effects of hysteretic energy dissipation for few cycles. E, v, and C7 y are the elastic modulus, Poisson ratio, and yield stress of the perfectly plastic non-cohesive stainless steel hexahedral elements. The parameter v is the viscous regularization parameter described in §5. The choices for 22 Figure 6 .1: Bar used for example analysis (cohesive elements highlighted in center) The setup and results of this analysis are designed to show basic functionality of the cohesive elements for displacement loadings. The contiguous material is much stronger than the cohesive material, giving an essentially rigid response. The cyclic loadings and their discussion is presented in Table 6 .4:
As a check for the whole model behaving appropriately, Figure 6 .4 shows the reaction force in the displaced direction at the clamped end (center node of that face). We should expect that the reaction force follows the traction of the cohesive element propor- 
Discussions on Applications to Pressure Vessel Design
It is the hope to insert these versatile cohesive elements into a fatigue analysis and accurately reproduce test data. The intended application is for fatigue life predictions of existing pressure vessel components and improving the fatigue life of new pressure vessel designs. The idea is to tune the material parameters from one set of data and then use those parameters to predict the life of another geometry and loading configuration. With such a capability, it will be possible to numerically investigate the fatigue strength a component rather than doing an expensive experimental program. It is also intended to be used for modeling void formation and coalescence for crack initiation studies, as well as analyses for short crack growth. The model may also be used to investigate the life of a specimen after a long crack has developed. As in Figure 7 .1, the life of a specimen may last a significantly long time after crack detection ..
Discussion
Research on cohesive elements is becoming quite common in academia, and much is becoming known about their convergence behavior in an iterative scheme. Convergence also depends on the mesh size of the cohesive elements that may be experiencing softening.
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tain results in Figure 6 3 For crack propagation studies, one may want to produce a tortuous crack path that realistically represents an actual crack seen in experiments. It is obvious that tetrahedral or triangular elements are advantageous because of elemental vertex angles that allow locally angled crack paths. Other authors claim that the shape of the element is critical to realizing an experimental crack path. Particularly, [4] claims that pinwheel-shaped elements possess an isoperimetric property that gives the mesh the ability to reproduce any curve as the element sizes decrease.
In fragmentation studies, the cohesive elements allow material elements to dislodge from the specimen. This changes the topology of the specimen, and the elements must become aware of the updated topology. A method of tracking and updating the topology is presented in [3] . Generally, fatigue studies will not need these types of updates because fragmenting is cause for total failure.
Computational Cost in Fatigue Acknowledgements Analyses
It may be computationally expensive to run thousands of cycles to obtain a completely decohered cohesive element. One can interpolate cyclic results to reduce the cost of their simulations. Also one could condition A to a higher value to account for multiple cycles in one "super-cycle".
One may want to apply pressure loadings to a specimen, but the convergence issues discussed here have not produced reliable results. Further literature research and/or investigation into altering the tangent stiffness matrix may yield more reliable methods to obtain convergence.
Conclusions
Fatigue studies require a mechanism to allow for void nucleation and crack initiation or propagation. Cohesive elements provide this mechanism with a permutable cohesive material law that accounts for both reloading and energy dissipation hysteresis. The use of cohesive elements provides the opportunity to use numerical studies to determine the effect upon fatigue of complex loading and geometric configurations not amenable to testing. Applications such as calculating the fatigue life of pressure vessel design are amenable to using cohesive elements since voids and cracks are delaminations of a material that precede the failure of a specimen. Future work will be to accurately predict delamination defects of components, and it is our hope that they can ultimately predict the necessity of replacing such components in the life of a power plant.
